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The industrial (r)evolutions

Industrial (r)evolution hits spare parts supply chain
New and disruptive technologies of the fourth industrial revolution will significantly
change the spare parts supply chain which we know today

Fourth industrial revolution (Industrie 4.0)
based on Cyber-Physical Systems

Third industrial revolution
by deployment of electronic and IT
for further automation of production
Second industrial revolution
by establishing of labor divided mass
production running with electrical power
First industrial revolution
by establishing of mechanical production
machines running with water/ steam power

First mechanical
loom 1784
End of
18th century
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First assembly
line 1870

Start of
20th century

First stored program control
1969

Start of seventies
20th century

Cyber-Physical
Systems

Start of
digitalization
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From conventional to autonomous SCM
While the IT has driven the development of supply chain management in the past, the
next big development step will be driven by new and disruptive technologies
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Disruptive technology driven

IT/ System driven

Conventional
Supply Chain Management

Advanced
Supply Chain Management

 Planning Responsibility – in charge
of each individual department and/ or
function

 Planning – S&OP involving crossfunctional departments on a regular
cadence (weekly, monthly, quarterly)

 Planning System – using of simple
excel files by each individual
department

 Planning Systems – ERPs as the
systems of records and executions;
horizontal integration to integrate
locations

 Planning Processes – disconnected
processes based on historical trends
and facts driving optimization
 Performance Tracking – monitoring
for upper management on a regular
cadence (monthly/ quarterly) only
 Decision Making – data driven but
likely based on limited data
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 Performance Tracking – daily reports
and dashboards for management at
various levels
 Decision Making – cross-functional
teams; data driven but latent

Autonomous
Supply Chain Management

 Planning Processes – continuous
S&OP where plan is continually
updated autonomously based on realtime data from partners and new age
sources (Social, PoS, IoT, etc.)
 Planning System – using of planning
bots and applications using Machine
Learning & AI for decision making
 Integrated Planning – horizontal and
vertical integration of roles, systems,
locations enabled by IoT
 Performance – using IoT for real-time
visibility and alerting to individuals
responsible for supplier and customer
interaction at all levels of organization
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Structural change of spare parts supply chain
Deployment of disruptive technologies not only leads to a change within the operations
but also to a significant change of the entire spare parts supply network
Traditional Spare Parts Supply Chains

Digital Spare Parts Supply Networks
Synchronized
Planning

Cognitive Planning

Develop

Plan

Source

Make

Deliver

Connected
Customer

Dynamic
Fulfillment

Quality Sensing

DIGITAL
CORE

Support

3D Printing

Sensor-driven Replenishment

Digital
Development

Smart
Factory
Speed

Intelligent
Supply
Asymptotic strengthening and optimization with best practices, tools, and
methods
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Agility

Cost

Service

Innovation

Quality

Reshaping and transformation of existing capabilities via
emergent technologies
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Individual configuration of spare parts supply chain
Companies must choose priority initiatives to configure their individual spare parts
supply chain which fully meets customer and market requirements
Design
Process
Optimization

Design
Process
Optimization
Product
Optimization

Synchronised
Planning

Dynamic
Fulfilment

Planning &
Inventory
Efficiency
Connected
Customer

Risk
Prevention &
Mitigation

Aftermarket
Sales &
Services

Sales
Optimization

Digital
Development

Smart
Factory

Intelligent
Supply

Logistics
Optimization
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Operations
Efficiency

Product
Optimization

Planning &
Inventory
Efficiency

Risk
Prevention &
Mitigation

Supplier
Collaboration

Operations
Efficiency

Optimization

Sales
Optimization

Aftermarket
Sales &
Services

Logistics

Sensor/ data
driven design
enhancement

Data as a
product or
service

Analyticsdriven
demand
sensing

Proactive
quality
sensing

Analyticsdriven
sourcing

Augmented
reality
enhanced
operations

Augmented
reality
enhanced
logistics

Inventory
driven
Dynamic
Pricing

Augmented
Realityenabled
customer
support

Open
innovation/
crowdsourcing

Make to use
with 3D
printing

Dynamic
inventory
fulfillment

Track-andTrace
solutions

Asset sharing

Automated
production

Automated
logistics

Sensor-driven
Replenishment pushes

End-to-end
transparency
to customers

Rapid
Prototyping

Ultra-delayed
differentiation

POS-driven
autoreplenishment

Proactive risk
sensing

Blockchainenabled
transparency

Predictive
Maintenance

Direct to user
delivery

Targeted
Marketing

Make-to-use
with 3D
printing

Real-time
inventory
optimization

Cloud/
Control Tower
optimization

Sensorenabled labor
monitoring

Driverless
trucks

Sensor-driven
forecasting

Supplier
ecosystem

Supplier
Collaboration

Virtual
design
simulation

Predictive
aftermarket
maintenance

Dynamic/
Predictive
routing
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Three Deep Dives
In the following we would like to dive deeper into three core topics and trends which
will have significant impact on spare parts supply chain in the future

Industrial Subscription
Model (ISM)
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Additive
Manufacturing

Blockchain
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Industrial subscription
models (ISMs)

Industrial subscription models (ISMs) describe
business models in which B2B customers pay for
equipment either per usage or output unit instead of
a one-time-payment and typically receive an allinclusive package

How relevant do you perceive ISMs for your
business?

Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Consulting LLC. All rights reserved.
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Industrial subscription models | Definition

Driving ISMs does not mean following one specific path – there are many different options and variations of these business models
– opportunity depends on each market
Industrial subscription models (ISMs) describe business models in which B2B customers pay for equipment either per usage or
output unit instead of a one-time-payment and typically receive an all-inclusive package

…B2B customers…

…for equipment…

…per usage or output unit…

…all-inclusive package…

Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Consulting LLC. All rights reserved.

 Subscription models in industrial sectors significantly more difficult to introduce and manage than in B2C
 Complexity drivers include lower asset standardization, larger transaction volume, cultural mindset of both customers
and engineers as well as low degree of asset connectivity in many cases
Subscription models may cover different levels of the equipment stack, e.g.
 Components
 Individual assets

 Groups of the same asset
 Systems (different assets)

 Entire manufacturing lines
 Entire production plants

Subscription may cover both
 Usage-based: Paying only when the asset is used (e.g. power-by-the-hour contracts at Rolls-Royce)
 Output-based: Paying only when a specific outcome is produced (e.g. pay-per-page at Heidelberg)
 Subscription models cover all services which customers would normally purchase separately or bundled within a service
contract
 In essence, this represents an all-inclusive package which covers all costs required to run the equipment, especially
maintenance
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Industrial subscription models | Selected use cases

While there are many powerful use cases for subscription models across industries, the following six are most relevant in an
industrial products context

Outcome-based subscription
model
 Customers pay only per printed page (but firms
are screened before contract made)
 Rationale for Heidelberg is to boost consumable
business revenues and secure spare parts sales
 Vision: Establish platform that routes printing
orders through Heidelberg IB1
Usage-based
subscription model
 Customers pay per driven kilometer and minute
via ShareNow platform
 BMW and Mercedes have joined forces to crossfinance business segments and collect large
amounts of user data
 Therefore, focus is on 1) revenue generation and
2) driver pattern data

Monthly subscription fee
 36 month contracts where customers pay a fixed
fee per month and return asset
 Financing is done through TRUMPF Bank will
TRUMPF guaranteeing revenue to installation
professionals
 Currently different pilot projects running
Usage-based
subscription model
 Customers pay guaranteed hourly fee per month
that is tailored to their requirements on the
engine (~40% of business)
 Term cost plan pricing is based on various factors
(e.g. operating environment, mission profile,
activities in scope, engine model)

Monthly subscription fee
 For a fixed payment per month, customers
receive guaranteed heating – including all
running costs, e.g. maintenance, gas etc.
 Customers appreciate not having to invest
€20.000+ at once for heating
 Competitive pressure through other firms
offering similar models as important driver
Outcome-based subscription
model
 Kaeser customers were increasingly demanding
more flexible asset usage
 They can now choose between two options:
Either pay a leasing rate plus usage time or per
m3 of compressed air
 Kaeser employs 24/7 monitoring and predictive
maintenance solutions

1) IB = Installed Base
Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Consulting LLC. All rights reserved.
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Industrial subscription models | How relevant are they really?

We believe ISMs will bring great potential to many organizations – if configured right to industry-specific customer requirements
instead of “one-size-fits-all” approach
Topic

Description

Subscription-Based Service
Models

ISLA Relevance Score

Moving away from selling equipment through one-time-payment or leasing, and offering
full-service models where the asset remains OEM property and customers only pay
per usage unit or output

Key learnings

low

high

How to win

While ISMs are fully functional in some
organizations, they are currently being
piloted in more and more organizations

Ignoring this trend will prove to be
dangerous – every company should
evaluate potential fields of applications
and the business case

In the next 12-18 months, more and
more organizations will be able to start
scaling previously piloted models

Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Consulting LLC. All rights reserved.

Listen to your
customers first

In the end, its about
making €s and $s

Identify suitable
application areas

Define ONE coherent
ISM strategy

Reach out to technology
leaders and banks

Time to act is now!
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Additive Manufacturing
Deployment of additive manufacturing technologies
to realize innovative service business models, that
reduces parts inventory levels and optimize the
availability of parts for the end customer.

How relevant do you perceive additive
manufacturing technologies for your
business?

Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Consulting LLC. All rights reserved.
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Additive Manufacturing | Selected use cases

As 3D printing becomes more accessible, industrial players have begun to leverage additive manufacturing for spare parts provision
via various supply chain strategies
AM strategies

Description
Use case

OEM in-house
model
Closed system

Printed parts
Client
locations

3D printing
at OEM

 Volvo CE has introduced 3D printing
for road machinery spare parts
 Selective parts such as plastic coverings, and
sections of air conditioning units are printed inhouse and delivered to customers with significantly
reduced lead-times

Use case

Customer inhouse model
Open system

CAD designs
3D printing at
client locations

OEM

CAD
designs

Outsourcing
model
Open system
1) Monitor Deloitte project benchmarks

OEM

Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Consulting LLC. All rights reserved.

Parts

3D printing
at third party

 Aircraft manufacturer ATR, uses
3D printing to replace cabin interior
parts of various suppliers
 The suppliers provide ATR with drawings and
product information which ATR feeds into their
printers to produce the new part

Use case

Parts

Client
locations

KEY ADVANTAGES
 Reduce spare part
inventory and speed
spare part delivery
up to 80%1
 Reduce part production
and MRO cost up to 50%1
 Improve part
performance and gain
competitive advantage

 MAHLE uses 3D printing for fixture components
 To bridge the expertise and equipment gap they
engage Stratasys Direct, a third party 3D printing
service provider, to support them from design to
production
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Additive Manufacturing | How relevant is it really?

We believe AM holds great potential to offset existing challenges of spare part operations – if the right parts are identified and
delivered with the right strategy
Topic

Description

Additive Manufacturing

ISLA Relevance Score

Use of additive manufacturing technology to produce spare parts on an on-demand basis,
centralized or decentralized close to where parts are needed

Key learnings

low

high

How to win

3D printing wont replace large scale
production of standard parts – selective
identification of suitable part is crucial

Due to the still relatively high lack of
expertise and technical maturity at
OEMs, partnering is key to successful
printing of spare parts

Open AM models require solutions for
strong protection of OEM proprietary
part designs

Analyze your spare parts
portfolio first

Perform an AM technical
feasibility study

Develop the business case

Define your AM strategy
(open vs. closed)

Pilot and roll out your AM
strategy

Time to act is now!1

1) Within five years 85% of spare parts suppliers will incorporate 3D printing into their business (Deloitte Additive Manufacturing Study, 2019)
Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Consulting LLC. All rights reserved.
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Blockchain
Blockchain technologies can be applied to many
challenges of the Supply Chain industry such as
complicated record keeping and tracking of
products – as a less corruptible and better-automated
alternative to centralized databases

How relevant do you perceive Blockchain
technologies for your business?

Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Consulting LLC. All rights reserved.
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Blockchain | Spare parts perspective I

Prevent product counterfeits by tracking Spare Parts from the “first-mile” to the “last-mile” deploying Blockchain technology in
combination with other technologies
Product Creation
Birth of the product in the Blockchain

Authenticity check
Manufacturer checks authenticity and assembly
state of product

The delivered
component
is a genuine part

The supplier registers the
product in the blockchain
where a Smart Contract creates
an identity

At supplier’s
production site
Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Consulting LLC. All rights reserved.

After the component has
been received, the manufacturer
reads the ID
from the NFC tag
Alternative
to NFC:
Laser engraved
QR code

At manufacturer’s
production site

Traceability
Detailed part history in immutable Blockchain
enables traceability

The delivered
component is
not yet
assembled

Functions of the
Smart Contract
are called with
the ID from the
NFC tag

Components of a product are registered und
tracked through their lifecycle and can be
monitored from all participants of the
manufacturer’s ecosystem
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Blockchain | Traceability I

In addition, the Blockchain technology provides additional benefits across the entire supply chain
beside the pure traceability and authenticity check

2

1

Customer

3

Additional benefits

Supplier
Tier

Customer

Customer

Dealer

1

 Detect illegal subcontracting

Production

Warehouse

 Track location

 Prognosis data for supply chain

 Full traceability and detailed part history
 Higher value for original spare parts

 Connect spare parts with mileage (used

Supplier

Supplier

spare parts)

H

G

 Automate processes (e.g. quality check, customs, taxes)
 One Supply Chain Ecosystem – anyone can innovate

 Integration with enterprise architecture (EPR)
Supplier

A

Supplier

B

Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Consulting LLC. All rights reserved.

Supplier

C

Supplier

D

Supplier

E

Supplier

F
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Blockchain | Selected use case I

Prevent product counterfeits by tracking Spare Parts from the “first-mile” to the “last-mile” deploying
Blockchain technology
Solution Workflow based on Blockchain Technology
Ability to track diversion
during transit

First Mile
OES/ local
Spare Parts
Factory

NFC Smart Tags sealed on
the inner side of Spare Parts
package

Logistics &
Transportation of
Spare Parts
NFC

NFC
Customer is able to
verify authenticity via
NFC enabled mobile phone

Last
Mile
Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Consulting LLC. All rights reserved.

Spare Parts
Retail Store

Verify Spare Parts
authenticity

NFC

Blockchain Nodes

NFC

Car Assembly
Plant

NFC

NFC

Non-Authorized
Service Center

Authorized
Service Center
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Blockchain | Selected use case II

The main feature of IBM Blockchain + IDS is that the owners of the data can always retain control over the data and enforce their
data protection requirements
IBM Blockchain and International Data Space: A successful combination for intellectual property protection
 Blockchain technology enables transparent and immutable

documentation of individual transactions between various network
members based on defined permissions

 On the additive manufacturing platform, the consulting and design
service provider selects the 3D print partner with a bidding
procedure

 With the help of a smart contract, the secure transfer of data via
Industrial Data Space is released and initiated and the other

bidders are automatically rejected after the contract has been
awarded

 Data generated during the printing process, the transfer of

responsibilities in the process, and the release by the quality

inspection are stored in the blockchain and can be retrieved in
warranty cases

 Blockchain technology creates a single source of truth on the

platform, and makes business interactions traceable. This creates
security and trust between all parties involved in the process

Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Consulting LLC. All rights reserved.
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Blockchain | Selected use case III

Smart contracts increase supply chain efficiency significantly by automatic execution of terms such as payment, shipment
authorization, etc.
Functionality of Smart Contract

 Delivery date
 Order number
 HS-Code

 Certificate of origin
 Batch number
 Other product details






Delivery date
Order number
HS-Code
Bar Code






Date of receipt
Pickup date
Special packaging
Bar code






Delivery date
Order number
HS-Code
Bar Code






Date of receipt
Order number
Invoice number
Customer ID

Smart Contract
If:
Right supplier,
Order, Invoice,
Quality check

Proper Delivery

If:
Right supplier,
Order, Invoice,
Quality check

Then:
Payment



Then:
Payment

Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Consulting LLC. All rights reserved.

Proper Delivery



If:
Right supplier,
Order, Invoice,
Quality check
Then:
Payment

Proper Delivery
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Blockchain| How relevant is it really?

We believe Blockchain technology holds great potential to offset existing challenges and to increase process efficiency of spare part
operations – if the right application fields and process sections are identified
Topic

Description

Blockchain

In a blockchain-based spare parts management, record keeping and provenance tracking
become easy as the product information can be accessed through the help of embedded
sensors and RFID tags

Key learnings
For supply chains where participants are
not known or trusted, blockchain
technology can add trust, transparency,
and traceability
In adopting blockchain technology for its
supply chain, a company must first decide
on the type of blockchain it would need
to build
It's too early to estimate the costs of
operating blockchain technology in the
supply-chain world, and compare them
with other technologies
Copyright © 2018 Deloitte Consulting LLC. All rights reserved.

ISLA Relevance Score
low

high

How to win

Identify application fields of
blockchain within your
supply chain

Decide for the type of
blockchain

Estimate cost of running
and developing a blockchain

Analyze alternatives to
deliver full transparency
or traceability

Run blockchain pilot to
prove technology

Time to act is now!1
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